
Welcome!





Introductions

Tell me your:
• Name and business

• What are your goals of this class?



What We’ll Cover Today

• DSLR definitions explained (how to shoot in manual mode)

• Rule of thirds

• How to take different photos with good lighting

• Photo editing tools

• Photo editing lingo

• Best posting practices

• References etc...



DSLR Definitions

Why shoot on manual? 

- Take creative control! 
- Deal with tricky lighting situations (like a boss) 
- Consistent photos and exposures 

It takes time and practice to learn! 

Mobile phones do everything shooting manually does, 
AUTOMATICALLY. It’s why Iphone photos look so great! 



DSLR Definitions - Aperture (f-stop)

By manually controlling aperture you’ll have more control 
over the depth of field in your image. (That is, how much of 
the image is in sharp focus)



Aperture

A large aperture (smaller f/number) will help you create shallower 

depths of field, which can massively help your subject to stand out 

from the background. 

You might want to select a smaller aperture (bigger f/number) if you 

want more of your photo in focus. This can be useful for many 

situations, like in landscape photography where you want to capture 

both foreground and background in reasonably sharp focus. 





DSLR Definitions - Shutter Speed

Shutter speed helps you capture motion in more creative ways. 

By selecting slower shutter speeds you can capture shots where 

your subject shows some motion blur. 

Or maybe you want to completely freeze some kind of action, like a 

child jumping in midair. Using a fast shutter speed will help you 

freeze that instant in time. 





DSLR Definitions - ISO (Exposure)

The light sensitivity of either the film or imaging sensor. When you 
change the ISO on a digital camera, you're rendering the sensor 
more or less sensitive to light.







http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DQXlRpY2qc


Rule of Thirds
You can turn the grid on in your mobile camera settings! 











Different styles of Instagram Photos

FLAT LAY 



Flat Lay

- Good background 
- Well thought-out and placed items 
- Consistent lighting (natural light is OK!) 
- Takes some time to move things around 
- Stand on chair or table to get the perfect shot
- Sometimes easiest to achieve with mobile. 

LET’S DO IT! 



Product shot from side (blurry background)

- Must be done with a DSLR at a low f-stop if you want the blurry 
background! 

- If doing it with mobile, it can still look great - you just won’t get the 
blur. 

*REMEMBER THE RULE OF THIRDS* 

- Get close enough that detail shows, but not close enough that you 
can’t see almost the entire product. 

- Add complimentary things in the background to make product pop. 







Other ways to display things in Instagram pics



Taking photos of people

- Simplify as much as possible 
- Low f-stop if you are shooting on DSLR
- Better to underexpose
- Better to capture from above than below 
- Explore and play with light. There is no RIGHT lighting. 
- Remember we can fix things in editing! 
- Find someone you are comfortable with
- Make it look natural, not posed. 
- Get creative with your angles. Take TOO many photos. 

RULE OF THIRDS! 

Let’s go try some stuff out!



Taking photos of Architecture or Landscape









Environmental - RULE OF THIRDS

Let’s go outside and try some stuff out! 



Editing! 

Some good tools to edit are: 

• Google Snapseed

• VSCO Cam

• Adobe Photoshop Express

• Lightroom Mobile** What we are learning on today



Best posting practices

- Always try to post FULL photo (not square) 
- Take photos on phone first, not directly in instagram 
- Edit on lightroom, not on Instagram directly. 
- Once you edit, DON’T put a filter on it! 
- Getting reactions from your fans? Take more pictures of what 

works and stay away from what doesn’t! LISTEN TO THEM! 
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